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1.0 Job Details 

CLIENT DETAILS 
Client: Sample 

Inspection address: Sample report 

Inspection date & time: Date:  20/07/2020 

Arrival time: 12:30pm 

Approximate age of this property  

(Excluding extensions): 

Approximately 90 years. 

Weather conditions at  

the time of this inspection: 

Fine 

Persons present at the  

time of this inspection: 

Potential Buyers 

 

Picture of this Inspected Property 
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2.0 Introduction 
Building Consultancy Group has been engaged to investigate unit 1 located at Sample report, for water ingress concerns 

and possible mould. The client received a Pre-Purchase Inspection report which highlighted some areas of concern. 

3.0 Building Description 
Low-rise class 2 building with no parking facilities. The external and internal walls are brick. The floor construction is timber 

and the roof is a conventional roof structure with clay tiles. 

4.0 Qualifications of the Author  
• I am a consultant in the state of New South Wales. 

• I have more than 21 years’ experience in the building and construction industry. 

• I am a carpenter and joiner by trade. 

• I have obtained my Certificate III - Carpentry and Joinery 

• I have obtained my Certificate IV – Building and Construction 

5.0 Summary of Findings  
The initial PPI report issued by DELETED highlighted some areas of this property which are moisture affected and mouldy. 

During this inspection I assessed several walls in the bedrooms and lounge and found that although elevated moisture 

readings were present to the lower portion of the walls (between the window and skirting), these sections did not appear 

to be adversely affected (damage to paint etc). However, when assessing the eastern wall of the lounge and 2 walls in the 

kitchen, high moisture readings were found. 

Kitchen: The elevated moisture readings (and damaged paint work) could be a result of any combination of the below 

items: 

• Water could be entering the internal area via the window installation and construction. This window had mid-to-

high moisture readings on the sill which could be a result of external water entering the unit. Furthermore, a 

section of brickwork is missing at the bottom left side of the window and the timber frame is saturated/water 

stained. The window flashing is visible, however, from my inspection of the cavity (at the sub-floor entrance) the 

flashings have been turn down into the cavity and have not been installed to bridge this cavity (with weep holes 

on the external face). Therefore, any water discharge from the flashing could saturate the internal brick wall and 

cause consequential damage. 

o I noted during this inspection, that no sub-floor ventilation has been installed to the section of brick work 

below the kitchen window. However, a vent was present on the south façade and could assist with 

ventilation of the sub-floor and cavity. 

• Water which spills over the external edge of the countertop (either from the sink or excess water on the 

countertop) could collect on the windowsill as this sill is lower than the countertop. Water which collects on the 

windowsill could discharge behind the joinery or at sides of the window and therefore, could result in 

consequential damages. 

• I was not able to access the sub-floor at this location and some rising damp may be symptomatic. The damage to 

this section of wall may be the result of an ongoing leak to a plumbing service. However, this could not/was not 

confirmed. 

Lounge – Eastern wall: 

• This wall is an internal dividing wall between the bathroom and the lounge. 

• Elevated moisture readings to this wall are isolated to the lower sections of the wall, however, high readings were 

detected which suggests that this area may be experiencing continual water saturation. 

• It is unlikely that rising damp has caused the deterioration of the skirting board and may be a result of defective or 
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incomplete waterproofing to the bathroom area. However, I did not conduct a flood test to determine if this was 

the case. 

• The grout to the floor and wall tiles is brittle and soft, thereby resulting in cracked and dislodged grout. Any 

defective grout could lead to water penetration and settlement below the tiles which could deteriorate the 

waterproofing or delaminate the tiles from the substrate. 

• During my inspection of the sub-floor, it appears as if the external wall of the bathroom (east wall) which 

separates the common area lobby from the bathroom, is wet and appears to be an ongoing concern – when 

referenced to the other internal sub-floor walls. 

When inspecting the moisture affected areas in bedroom 2, it appears as if water is only entering this bedroom from the 

external door – either around the door frame or below the door panel (which has a 13mm gap). Any water running down 

the face of this door could enter the room causing consequential damages (to the skirting, floorboards and wall finish). 

I did not find any evidence to suggest that that water was entering the cavity from the roof area. I did not inspect the roof 

or the unit above. However, I can conclude that if water egress is evident on the ground floor, it is likely that the unit above 

would also be experiencing water issues. Therefore, I recommend that the unit above is investigated to determine if they 

have an ongoing water concern. 

Multiple minor cracks were evident throughout this property in various locations, however, most of these could be 

repaired locally.  

Mould was apparent to the bathroom, entrance hall and bathroom. However, I a mould investigation is beyond the scope 

of this report. The bathroom area does not appear to be adequately ventilated and this could result in an ideal condition 

for mould growth. Furthermore, apparent mould in the entrance hall may be a result of the conditions inside the 

bathroom. Bedroom 2’s ceiling requires further investigation to determine if the patch located in this area is mould, and if 

found to be mould, what the underlying cause could be. 

 

Additional information: 

Figure 5.1 is an extract from A.S 3660.1 -2014 Termite management. This property appears to have a termite barrier on the 

internal brick wall; however, this barrier does not bridge the cavity to the external wall. 

Figure 10.1 is an extract from A.S 4773.3-2015 Masonry in small buildings which indicates typical DPC and flashing details 

in for a cavity construction with the inclusion of weep holes and should be read in conjunction with A.S 3700-2018 clauses 

4.7.3 and 12.4.16. 

Figure 7.1 is an extract A.S 4654.2-2012 Waterproofing membranes for external above-ground use Design and Installation 

which details typical installation details for flashing above and below windows. 

 

Therefore, if the external brick walls were rebuilt, the construction should have been in accordance with current Australian 

Standards. 
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AS 4654.2-2012 Waterproofing membranes for external above-ground use Design and Installation – Figure 7.1 Location of 

Flashing 
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6.0 Conclusion 
• It is recommended that the bathroom installation and waterproofing is assessed by a leak detection 

specialist to determine if the waterproofing membrane is defective or where water can exit the 

bathroom enclosure. 

• A mould inspection is recommended to the areas where mould growth is suspected. 

• Strata documentation should be obtained which references and highlights any past remediation works, 

water leaks or the likes and affected areas. 

• Documentation regarding any remediation or alteration works to this unit. 

• The kitchen joinery will need to be replaced where water damage is evident or persistent. Furthermore, 

the joinery may need to be removed so that the wall below the window can be assessed to determine if 

the water damage extends beyond the south-west corner. 

o Where the render is moist/wet – 

▪ Flaking and damaged paint should be removed. 

▪ Investigations should be carried out to determine the cause of the excessive moisture in 

this area (for example a leaking pipe or external water) 

▪ Areas should be allowed to dry sufficiently before any remediation work is carried out. 

▪ Repair and repaint the walls as required 

• During my inspection I noted a hole in the bulkhead to the right of the fridge (at the back wall) which 

appeared to have water staining/damage around it. A section of this plasterboard should be removed 

so that the internal can be assessed to determine if there is a potential water egress risk. 

• The vanity in the bathroom should be removed and replaced as the current unit is water damaged and 

appears to be reaching the end of its useful life. 

• The mechanical extraction in the bathroom/laundry requires maintenance and servicing. 

• Where render is drummy at or loose around cracks located throughout this property, these sections 

should be removed, and the substrate assessed. Where the substrate is damaged, this should be 

removed and replaced with new. Areas to receive new render and paint. 

• The external door in bedroom 2 requires a weather strip at the bottom to prevent water ingress. Once 

this has been installed the adjacent areas can be remediated. 

• Timber window frames require maintenance and some items require replacement. 

• The external timber stairs at bedroom 2, requires maintenance. 

 

Given the age of this property, and some of the construction methods used, it is likely that regular maintenance 

may need to be carried out more frequently until the overall internal condition has been improved. The overall 

assessment of this unit is average, with some areas being poor. However, it should be noted that depending on 

the degree of water damage, ongoing water ingress and potential mould, some areas may require a higher 

remediation budget. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer: This report is not an all-encompassing report and is based off of the observations made on the day 

the inspection was conducted. Defects may be present in areas where access was obstructed, limited, or 

restricted. 
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7.0 Defect Schedule 

Lounge/Kitchen Item 1 

Location & Description Lounge/Kitchen: 

Custom inspections indicated that the walls were 

moist or damp, however, no further information was 

provided regarding the extend or location. 

Photographs 

Lounge/Kitchen Item 2 

Location & Description During this inspection, the walls were found to be wet 

below the kitchen counter. Furthermore, significant 

paint damage was located to the south-west and 

southern walls. 

Further investigations needs to be undertaken to 

determine if this moisture damage is a result of 

external water ingressing into the unit (i.e. via the 

window or window surrounds) or if internal water 

spills/overflows over the kitchen counter top has 

resulted in the ongoing water damage. 

I further noted that the bottom shelf of the cupboard 

below the sink, was water damaged and could be a 

result of a leaking pipe, water spillage or external 

water egress. 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 1 Appendix 2 Appendix 3 Appendix 4 Appendix 5 Appendix 6 

 

     

Appendix 7      
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Lounge/Kitchen Item 3 

Location & Description The kitchen window's sill is lower than the countertop 

(which could result in any water flowing over the 

countertop, collecting on this sill). Elevated moisture 

readings were detected along the length of this sill. 

It should be noted that the timber requires 

maintenance and regular upkeep. 

Photographs 

     

 

Appendix 8 Appendix 9 Appendix 10 Appendix 11 Appendix 12  

 

Lounge/Kitchen Item 4 

Location & Description Lounge SW 

Elevated moisture readings were detected in the 

south west corner of the lounge. Furthermore, the 

window frame in this corner is damaged and it is 

recommended that this is repaired. 

I noted that the timber flooring in this area had an 

expected moisture reading. Furthermore, only a 

portion of the wall had elevated readings and the 

windowsill was relatively dry. This is indicative of 

some water saturation from the outside or rising damp 

internally (possibly from moisture in the sub-floor or 

cavity areas). 

Minor paint damages was noted, however, the 

moisture in the wall does not appear to be causing 

any detrimental damage. 

Photographs 
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Appendix 13 Appendix 14 Appendix 15 Appendix 16 Appendix 17 Appendix 18 

  

    

Appendix 19 Appendix 20     

 

Lounge/Kitchen Item 5 

Location & Description High moisture readings were detected to the west 

wall in the lounge. 

No obvious signs of water egress are visible and 

further information should be sought from either strata 

or the seller to determine the extent of 

damages/repairs to this area. 

Photographs 

  

    

Appendix 21 Appendix 22     
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Lounge/Kitchen Item 6 

Location & Description High moisture readings were detected to the eastern 

wall of the lounge. This unit's bathroom is located on 

the opposite side of this wall and these elevated 

readings could be a sign of waterproofing failure. 

Rising damp may be a concern, however, the floor 

does not have an elevated reading and the majority of 

the skirting board is within a normal range. 

It should be noted that 1 area of the skirting has a 

high moisture content (34%) and visible damage is 

present. Furthermore, the render in the south east 

corner appears to be patch work and further 

information should be obtained regarding any recent 

renovation/rectification work to this wall. 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 23 Appendix 24 Appendix 25 Appendix 26 Appendix 27 Appendix 28 

   

   

Appendix 29 Appendix 30 Appendix 31    
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Bedrooms Item 1 

Location & Description Bedroom 1/2: 

Custom inspections indicated that the walls were 

moist or damp, however, no further information was 

provided regarding the extend or location. 

Photographs 

Bedrooms Item 2 

Location & Description Bedroom 1: 

Mid to high moisture readings were detected along 

the lower portion of the west wall (below the window). 

The paint finish in this area is starting to peel/flake off 

the wall. 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 32 Appendix 33 Appendix 34 Appendix 35 Appendix 36 Appendix 37 

      

Appendix 38 Appendix 39 Appendix 40 Appendix 41 Appendix 42 Appendix 43 
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Bedrooms Item 3 

Location & Description Maintenance work is required to the window frame 

and panels. The sill in the north-west corner is 

damages and rectification work are required. Any 

damage or deteriorated section of the windows could 

result in water egress into the bedroom/cavity 

sections. 

Photographs 

    

  

Appendix 44 Appendix 45 Appendix 46 Appendix 47   

 

Bedrooms Item 4 

Location & Description 2 cracks were in the north-west corner of bedroom 1. 

The render on the north wall is drummy and it is 

recommended that the render is removed so that the 

brickwork can be assessed for damaged and 

remediate where necessary. 

Photographs 

  

    

Appendix 48 Appendix 49     

 

Bedrooms Item 5 

Location & Description Bedroom 2: 

The northern wall in bedroom 2 has elevated moisture 

readings, however, this wall does not appear to be 

damaged. 

The section of wall around the external door has 
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damage to some area with elevated moisture 

readings around the frame. 

I noted that the gap below the external door and floor 

is approximately 13mm. Furthermore, this door does 

not have any additional weather protection installed at 

the bottom. Consequently, water can enter this 

bedroom below the door, which could be the reason 

why the lower section of the wall (and flooring at the 

door) is damaged. 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 50 Appendix 51 Appendix 52 Appendix 53 Appendix 54 Appendix 55 

 

     

Appendix 56      
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Bathroom Item 1 

Location & Description Bathroom: 

Custom inspection noted that this bathroom had 

drummy/loose tiles but did not identify any areas. 

Photographs 

Bathroom Item 2 

Location & Description Mould appears to be growing in multiple areas of the 

ceiling and bathroom window. This could be due to a 

lack of ventilation or extraction in this area. 

Photographs 
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Bathroom Item 3 

Location & Description Falls to floors in wet areas should be minimum of 

1:100 towards any floor waste. This bathroom does 

not have floor waste installed in the wet area and only 

1 drainage point was identified in the shower recess. 

The falls to this bathroom are: 

1. Level at the entrance and laundry 

2. Approximately 1:200 in front of the toilet 

3. Approximately 1:200 in the shower recess (at the 

entrance to the shower). Shower areas should have a 

minimum fall of 1:80 towards the floor waste. 

Photographs 

   

   

Appendix 62 Appendix 63 Appendix 64    
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Bathroom Item 4 

Location & Description Multiple grout lines are starting to crack and become 

dislodged. I noted that the grout was brittle and soft. 

This grout application would allow water to settle 

below the tiled surface and consequential damages 

could result (waterproofing defect, drummy and loose 

tiles). 

Photographs 

    

  

Appendix 65 Appendix 66 Appendix 67 Appendix 68   

 

Bathroom Item 5 

Location & Description Elevated moisture readings were detected to the 

grout lines of the floor and wall tiles. It is not unusual 

for bathrooms to have high moisture readings; 

however, concerns are high when the grout is also 

cracked and dislodged. It is unusual to get a 

consistently high moisture reading to the main 

bathroom floor because this floor does not usually 

have a high volume of water on it. 

Furthermore, brown/black stains were evident on the 

lower portion of the wall tiles, which could be mould 

growth. This indicates that water rises up the wall tiles 

from the floor. 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 69 Appendix 70 Appendix 71 Appendix 72 Appendix 73 Appendix 74 
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Appendix 75 Appendix 76 Appendix 77    

 

Bathroom Item 6 

Location & Description The bathroom window is deteriorated in some areas 

and requires maintenance/remediation. 

Photographs 

   

   

Appendix 78 Appendix 79 Appendix 80    

 

Bathroom Item 7 

Location & Description Mid to high moisture readings were detected to the 

floor and wall in the shower recess. It is not unusual 

for high readings to be present, however, due to the 

cracked and dislodged grout, this area may be 

holding water/moisture. 

Photographs 
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Bathroom Item 8 

Location & Description The bathroom exhausts does not appear to have 

been cleaned/serviced. Any reduction in the surface 

area of the cover will reduce the operating capacity 

and efficiency of the exhaust. Therefore, this could 

result in excessive steam/heat buildup in the 

bathroom and consequential mould growth. 

Photographs 

  

    

Appendix 85 Appendix 86     

 

Bathroom Item 9 

Location & Description The bathroom vanity has not been installed flush 

against the wall tiles. This vanity has not been sealed 

either. 

Photographs 
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Bathroom Item 10 

Location & Description Brown/black stain was located to the floor area below 

the vanity. It also appears as if water runs down the 

back wall. 

Photographs 

 

     

Appendix 89      

 

Bathroom Item 11 

Location & Description Water damage was evident to multiple areas of the 

vanity. The hinges are rusted and there appears to be 

mould growth on the draw and cupboard door. 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 90 Appendix 91 Appendix 92 Appendix 93 Appendix 94 Appendix 95 

 

     

Appendix 96      
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External Facades Item 1 

Location & Description External Facade: 

The external brickwork has recently been remediated. 

I noted that although cavity and sub floor ventilation 

was present, no weep holes have been installed 

above and below the windows. 

While investigation the sub-floor area and looking into 

the cavity, I noted that the flashing around the 

windows has not been installed to the external brick 

wall. The flashing has been turned down into the 

cavity. 

Photographs 

  

    

Appendix 97 Appendix 98     

 

External Facades Item 2 

Location & Description Reference images of the west facade. 

It should be noted that no weep holes were identified 

to this external facade at the windows. Furthermore, 

no sub-floor ventilation was present below the kitchen 

window (however, these are present below bedroom 1 

and the lounge window). 

Photographs 

      

Appendix 99 Appendix 100 Appendix 101 Appendix 102 Appendix 103 Appendix 104 
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ADDITIONAL ITEMS NOTED AND/OR IN NEED OF RECTIFICATION WORK: 1 

Location & Description Cavity: 

Flashing below window has been installed into the 

cavity and not the external brick wall. 

Photographs 
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ADDITIONAL ITEMS NOTED AND/OR IN NEED OF RECTIFICATION WORK: 2 

Location & Description Flashing installed below the ground floor timber floor, 

has been installed into the cavity and not the external 

wall. 

Photographs 

  

    

Appendix 108 Appendix 109     
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ADDITIONAL ITEMS NOTED AND/OR IN NEED OF RECTIFICATION WORK: 3 

Location & Description Sub-floor: 

The sub-floor areas appear to be in an average 

condition. However, I noted that the area closer to unit 

1 appear to be more saturated than the area below 

unit 2. 

Ant capping/flashing appears to have been installed to 

the brickwork (this would prevent rising damp from 

entering the building). 

Photographs 

 

N/A 
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ADDITIONAL ITEMS NOTED AND/OR IN NEED OF RECTIFICATION WORK: 4 

Location & Description Note:  I was not able to access the sub-floor area 

below unit 1 due to height limitations. However, It 

appears as if the east wall of the bathroom is wet. 

Photographs 
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8.0 Photos 
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